ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

10
The rendering of a place in natural language text will to some degree reflect the physical properties of that 11 place. This is as true of narrative descriptions of first-person experiences as it is of highly stylized writings, 12 such as encyclopedia entries and literary works. Consequently, in a large corpus of place descriptions the 13 words used to describe environments that share specific types of features will exhibit statistical regularities.
on the structure of the geographic environment, in particular the features present in those environments.
In addition, the generative model of GFTTM is unique in that it represents each document as a mixture of 36 both feature type topics that are based on physical characteristics and abstract topics, which are not based 37 on the physical characteristics.
38
This paper is organized as follows. The next section provides some motivational background for why 39 we want to investigate the interplay between language and landscape. Section 3 presents background where in the previous Dir(·) is the Dirichlet distribution for the given parameter. Figure 1 shows the LDA 87 model in plate notation.
88
Given the model we need to infer the most likely topics and words over topics to explain the existing the chain is followed for a fixed number of steps and a sample is drawn (this is the Monte Carlo part).
94
The Gibbs sampling algorithm is a kind of MCMC developed by Geman and Geman (1984) to sample 95 from the joint probability distribution of a set of random variables. Let p(x) = p(x 1 , . . . , x n ) be a joint 96 probability distribution over n variables. At the initial state of the MCMC the variables x 1 , . . . , x n are set to 
correlated, Gibbs sampling will converge toward a steady state that is the desired distribution Gelman section is a generative model built on the assumption that certain physical features in the environment will 109 generate some of the words in a place description.
110
GEOGRAPHIC FEATURE TYPE TOPIC MODEL (GFTTM)
111
The GFTTM is a generative model in the same vein as LDA and its many extensions. The observed data 112 of a corpus of place descriptions is modeled as being randomly generated from a set of abstract topics and 113 feature type topics, which are conditioned on a second set of observation data describing the features of 114 that place. Like these other models the estimation of the parameters can be approximated using Gibbs 115 sampling, the algorithm for which is described below. 
Generative model
118
A document that describes a place is assumed to be a mixture of feature type topics and abstract topics.
119
The mixture of feature type topics for a document is based on the relative densities of feature types within 120 the spatial extent of the place described in the document. Let D be the number of documents in a corpus,
121
F be the number of feature types, T f eat be the number of feature type topics, T abst be the number of 
Else if
Given this model, the probability of a corpus, W, being generated is shown in Figure 3 . 
Gibbs sampling inference
143
In this section a method is described for using Gibbs sampling to estimate the parameters of the GFTTM
144
given the observed variables: the corpus W and feature type distributions P and hyperparameters: β f eat ,
145
β abst , ψ, α, γ. In a Gibbs sampling simulation a series of iterations is run where the topic assignment This calculation is done for each word in one iteration of the algorithm.
151
Let the following list of definitions hold for the update rules defined below.
152
• n abst z w,∼di : number of times word w is assigned to abstract topic z.
153
• n abst z d,∼di : number of times a word in document d is assigned to abstract topic z. 
Figure 3. Probability of a corpus
Figure 4. Gibbs sampling update rule for abstract topics
• n abst d,∼di : number of times a word in document d is assigned to an abstract topic.
155
• n f eat z w,∼di : number of times the word w is assigned to feature type topic z.
156
• n f z,∼di : number of times feature type topic z is assigned to feature type f .
157
• n F z,∼di : number of times feature type topic z is assigned to a feature type.
158
• n f eat d,∼di : number of times a word in document d is assigned to a feature type topic.
159
• n f d,∼di : number of times a word in document d is assigned to feature type f .
160
• p d : probability vector of features for document d.
161
• p d f : probability of feature type f for document d.
162
The Gibbs sampling update rule for abstract topics is shown in Figure 4 . This update rule is similar type topic is shown in Figure 5 . Thus, the probability of a word being assigned a given feature type topic 165 is proportional to the probability of the feature given the document times the probability of other topics 166 assigned to that feature and the probability of other words assigned to that feature type topic. .
where P and Q are two multinomial distributions, D KL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence (defined in Equation 2), and M = (P + Q)/2.
In this context the similarity of feature types is based entirely on the probabilities of words used,
173
conditioned on the presence of specific feature types. This similarity measure can be combined with 174 other methods of measuring semantic similarity of feature types (e.g., based on ontologies) Janowicz et al.
175
(2011). 
Similarity of places
177
The decomposition of documents into feature type topics and abstract topics allows us also to compare 
209
To demonstrate the difference between the feature type and abstract topic mixtures for a place Table 3 210
shows the most similar place articles to the English Wikipedia Yosemite_Valley article in terms of 211 feature type and abstract topics. The JS divergence as described in Equation 1 was used to find the top-10 212 most similar place articles.
213
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
214 Table 2 shows sample results for the top words for both feature type topics and abstract topics from the 215 training data. For these results we trained for 50 feature type topics and 100 abstract topics. The results
216
shown in Table 2 are promising. For example, the terms force and army are assigned both to feature type 217 topic 4 and abstract topic 2. In the abstract topic these terms are associated with other terms that are found terms island, bay, harbor and street, building, city.
224
At first glance the similar places shown in Table 3 article. The articles found in the feature type topic column do not contain these topics to such a degree.
231
One interesting result from this model is that the abstract topics seem to be more specific than in 232 the traditional LDA model. In particular, words that are generally of lower probability in LDA topics,
233
show up higher in GFTTM abstract topics. A possible explanation is that many of the more common 234 terms in LDA topics are assigned to feature type topics allowing more rare words to move up in the has been used to train for regional topics by linking documents that share a spatial relationship, e.g., evaluation demonstrated that the abstract topics and feature type topics trained using GFTTM form two 273 distinct types of topics. These topics can be used to disentangle how places are described in terms of its 274 physical features and more abstract topics such as history and culture.
275
GFTTM relies on a mapping between documents and feature data points based some degree of 276 co-location. Therefore, the results of GFTTM must always be evaluated with due consideration of issues 277 of scale and accuracy of the geo-location in both sets of source data. Furthermore, although the GFTTM 278 is a more sophisticated generative model for how place descriptions are written, because it is trained 279 on two sources of evidence rather than one it has two degrees of freedom for mismatches between the 280 geocoded location and the actual place being described in the text. In addition, being a more complex 281 model than LDA, inference is significantly slower than for LDA. Further investigation using different data 282 sources will be needed to evaluate its practical usefulness for specific application domains. 
